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a b s t r a c t

Designing cooperation-enhancing protocols for large-scale multiagent networked systems has been a
grand transdisciplinary challenge. In recent years, tag-based interactions and conformity bias have been
studied extensively but separately as two viable mechanisms for cooperation enhancement in such
systems. Inspired by recent studies on interaction effects in social dilemmas, we herein develop a hybrid,
multiagent-based, co-evolutionary model of tag-mediated cooperation and conformity with conditional
and unconditional strategies. Through a series of extensive Monte Carlo simulation experiments, we
study four variants of this computational model, finding that under the majority rule, the nonconforming
unconditional cooperators and conformity biased transmission of other strategies can lead to global
altruistic dominance. Employing a random pinning control mechanism, we further observe that only
a small fraction of nonconforming altruists is actually required to drive the system towards a robust
persistence of pure altruism. Our analytic results in combinationwith further computational experiments
reveal that spatial structure and nonconformity of cooperators are the two indispensable ingredients for
the stable dominance of altruistic behavior in tag-basedmultiagent systems. Our findings can be beneficial
for developing novel cooperation-controlling techniques in distributed self-organizing systems such as
peer-to-peer networks or in various social networking and viral marketing technologies.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Establishing cooperation and coordination in large-scale, de-
centralized, and dynamicmultiagent systems such as peer-to-peer
(P2P) networks has been a grand transdisciplinary challenge [1–
9]. In recent years, tag-mediated interactions have been explored
as a potential mechanism for attaining sustainable cooperative
outcomes in such systems [10,11]. Inmodels of tag-based coopera-
tive behavior [12–24], interacting components harness the shared
mutual similarity level to inform their decision making, such that
benevolent actions are directed either towards sufficiently simi-
lar [24] or towards identical others [12].

Tag-based interactions are cognitively effortless [24], computa-
tionally undemanding [10], and strikingly robust against
parameter variations [12] as they rely on shallow memoryless
processing of partial information that is accessible from the sur-
rounding environment. Consequently, the memory of previous
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interactions or the relatedness among interactors is not a necessary
prerequisite for the outbreak of cooperation in tag-based systems,
thereby making them particularly useful in decentralized large-
scale networks inwhich reputation [25] or trust [4] as cooperation-
promotingmechanisms are unreliable due tomultiple anonymous,
unrepeated interactions [24].

However, in spite of rather comprehensive previous research,
earlier tag-based cooperation models did not explicitly consider
the underlying mechanisms that actually cause individuals to co-
operate with similar tag-mates [14]. For example, it has widely
been assumed that the preference for ingroup interactions and
cooperative exchanges within the group were largely associated
with the perceived shared similarity among interactors [26]. This
localist view of previous computational models is, in part, under-
standable, given the fact that within the framework of agent-based
modeling and simulation, they addressed the global emergence of
tag-mediated cooperation out of local interactions among agents
who did not have the understanding of the group concept or the
explicit knowledge of any of its underlying properties. On the other
hand, it is reasonable to assume that individuals can cooperate not
just due to the local processes of tag-recognition and the associated
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tag-mediated affinity towards similar others, but also due to global
processes such as the ongoing pressures to conform to collectively
desirable group norms [27–29].

Notably, conformity [30–35] itself has attracted much recent
attention in cooperation research [36–43], yielding rather mixed
findings about its role as a catalyst of cooperative behavior [42–
46]. For example, cooperation is more likely to occur if an indi-
vidual is facing a cooperative partner and an uncooperative group
than when meeting an uncooperative partner and a cooperative
group, suggesting thus that reciprocity is superior to conformity in
promoting cooperative venture [42]. Moreover, it has been shown
that the coevolutionary dynamics of cooperation and conformity
alone may not explain the observed levels of cooperation in hu-
man societies, though conformist bias may still have substantial
cooperation-enforcing potency when combined with other fac-
tors [43].

Conformity may thus exhibit nontrivial interaction effects such
that different outcomes will be observed when conformity is com-
bined with varying levels of the same factor. For example, confor-
mity knowingly interactswith the type of game that is being played
among interacting agents. Naturally, in coordination games [47],
conforming to the opinion of the majority is beneficial for the
individual, whereas in complementarity games [48], countering
the opinion of the majority is the better payoff-maximizing option
(also see Refs. [44,49]).

Intriguingly, even though conformity appears to better support
cooperation in the presence of other mechanisms and could be
associated with the ubiquity of ingroup biased behaviors, it has
never been investigated previously in combination with tag-based
cooperation [12], in which prosocial behavior is typicallymediated
via tags, phenotypic features that serve as discernible markers of
group membership and signals of cooperative potential among
group members. Instead, studies of tag-based interactions and
conformity bias have traditionally been carried out separately,
showing that none of the two mechanisms alone can push the
system into the state of stable pure altruism that is desirable in
many large-scale, decentralized, complex networked systems.

However, as an integral part of signaling mechanisms [22],
tags and tag-based interactions are ubiquitous in social systems
in which they often shape the altruistic norm compliance and
norm imposition processes that are usually constrained within
groups [50]. Tag-based cooperation models have initially been de-
veloped to understand socio-biological and behavioral phenomena
such as ethnocentrism [12], in-group favoritism [51], or green-
beard chromodynamics [13,15]. Relatedmodelswith tag-mediated
behavior have been employed to explain indirect reciprocity [14,
24] as a viablemechanism for the evolution of cooperation. Among
the most common findings of these earlier modeling studies is
the superiority of the conditional ‘ethnocentric’ cooperation – gen-
erosity directed exclusively towards tag-sharing groupmembers –
that evolves and robustly prevails across a wide range of condi-
tions. However, since evolutionary games with conditional strate-
gies can theoretically exhibit multiple alternative equilibria (see
e.g. [22]), recent studies [18,19] have initiated the quest for alter-
native outcomes in tag-based cooperationmodels, especially those
with potential technological applications [11].

For example, tag-based interactions have been used for coop-
eration support in file-sharing P2P systems [10], where it is essen-
tial to prevent self-interested behavior in which free-riding peers
download files from other generous users without contributing
with their own file uploads. However, cooperation in tag-based
systems is additionally vulnerable to exploitation and subject to
collapse if individual nodes are capable of faking the tag to receive
the benefits, while simultaneously refusing to provide any costly
donations in return. Due to this challenging difficulty, it is neces-
sary to implement efficient cheater detection and neutralization

mechanisms, e.g. to dynamically change the cooperative tag phe-
notypes before they can be adopted by the free-riders.

Motivated by these limitations of earlier approaches, and in-
spired by recent studies on interaction effects in social dilem-
mas [23,52–54], we attempted to elucidate the combined effects
of conformity and tags with other potential mechanisms such
as spatial structure that could give rise to sustainable coopera-
tive outcomes in multiagent networked systems. Critically, since
tag-mediated interactions typically lead to the dominance of the
intra-group conditional cooperation (that outcompetes all other
strategies), we addressed the question of whether and under what
circumstances global pure altruism can be reached in the presence
of conformity in a tag-based multi-agent system, i.e. a system
characterized by tag-mediated interactions among multiple com-
putational agents who condition their cooperative behavior on the
observable phenotypic ‘tags’ of their opponents. To this effect, we
employed the methods of game theory, evolutionary computing,
and agent-based simulation [55–61] to institute a hybrid tag-
mediated cooperation model with an implemented conformity
bias.

The multi-agent framework has attracted much recent atten-
tion across disciplines, and has been identified as one of the central
research hotspots in the knowledge-based systems literature [62].
In particular, it has been beneficial for studying social behaviors
in networked systems with different interaction topologies, where
spatial structure is crucial for understanding the investigated phe-
nomenon, when agents’ positions in this structure are not fixed,
and when agents and their interactions are heterogeneous. Multi-
agent systems can thus flexibly simulate complex architectures of
real-world social networks, their long-term evolutionary dynam-
ics, and the underlying diversity of contact strengths which can
coevolve with topological network properties. Moreover, they can
serve as powerful forecasting and decision support tools in com-
plex networked systems, e.g. for traffic, epidemic, or operational
risk management [55].

Multiagent-based models are known for their robustness and
tractability of low-cost solutions under more realistic scenarios
without significant loss of rigor [55,59]. Perhapsmost importantly,
they can adequately capture emergent nonlinear phenomena aris-
ing from temporal instabilities and spatial correlations [63] that
are otherwise neglected in equation-based macroscopic models.
Specifically, in our study, using multiagent networked systems
allows us to identify and systematically isolate the effects of spatial
structure from those of conformity on the evolution of strategies in
tag-based systems, and to better understand the underlying spatial
pattern-formation processes.

To examine how conformity affects cooperation in tag-based
multiagent networked systems, we systematically investigated
four different variants of our hybrid computational model. We
performed a series of extensive Monte Carlo simulations and we
conducted mathematical analyses and further numerical experi-
ments to identify the specific altruism-promoting conditions. In
addition, we introduced several new measures to enhance the
interpretation of our results and explain the underlying differences
between the competing strategies in our model.

Thus, different from most previous studies of tag-based coop-
eration, the focus of the present paper was set on understanding
the evolutionary dynamics of altruism, i.e. of unconditional co-
operation, and whether and how it can emerge and outcompete
other conditional and unconditional strategies in the presence of
conformity. In this respect, this is to our knowledge the first work
on the role of conformity in tag-based cooperative systems [12].
Moreover, our study is the first to investigate a specific mechanism
for the control of global altruism and its robustness in tag-based
multi-agent networks, with potential applications to various tech-
nological systems. We also note that previous models addressing
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the role of conformity in cooperation were largely limited to the
implementation of simple unconditional strategies (e.g. ‘‘always
cooperate’’ and ‘‘always defect’’), but they have never addressed
the potentials of combining the conformity mechanism with both
tag-based conditional and standard unconditional strategies that
were for the first time examined within the context of our present
model.

Importantly, ourmodel considers the inheritance of conformity
traits and the conformity biased transmission of strategies in the
context of an explicit co-evolutionary model with tag-mediated
interactions; by contrast, to the best of our knowledge, previous
models of the role of conformity in cooperation did not address the
evolution but only the development and learning of strategies under
the influence of conformity within the same, fixed population of
individuals. Instead, our model considers an open [5] and repro-
ducing population of artificial decision makers subject to mutation
and birth–death dynamics [12,64] with a fluctuating population
size.

We have organized the remainder of our article as follows.
In Section 2 (Methods), we describe the overall features of our
model, the conformitymechanism, and the evolutionary algorithm
underlying our simulation experiments. In Section 3, we present
and discuss the main findings of our computational experiments.
These findings are presented in four subsections, separately for
each of the four model variants. The presentation of the results
for each model variant is always preceded by a brief overview of
its main features and comparisons with other model variants. A
general discussion of ourmain findings, future research directions,
and potential applications are then given in Section 4.We conclude
with a summary of the main results and a brief discussion of
their overall importance in Section 5. Our further exploration of
the parameter space, with additional computational experiments
that verified the robustness of our results, is presented in Ap-
pendix A. Finally, the results of our analytic approach and their
systematic comparisons with numerical simulations are given in
Appendix B.

2. Methods

2.1. General overview of the model

Themain algorithm underlying our current evolutionarymodel
was inspired by the classic Hammond–Axelrod (HA) study on tag-
mediated ethnocentric cooperation [12], which is now extended
by including the conformity mechanism [37]. This mechanism
introduces a novel dimension into themodel, namely, that of coop-
erative and self-interested preferences of an individual, which can
bemodified by the preferences of the group, and which in turn can
determine an agent’s ultimate behavior (cooperation vs. defection)
given the phenotypes (tags) of its competitors. Moreover, unlike
the classic model [12], which only studied the evolution of strate-
gies in a simple regular square lattice,we study the co-evolutionary
dynamics of strategies and conformity on Watts–Strogatz small-
world networks [65] with varying degrees of network rewiring,
which enables us to address the potential interaction effects of
population structure and conformity on cooperation. Thus, her-
itable conformity traits co-evolve in our tag-based cooperation
model with the conformity-biased conditional and unconditional
strategies in a small-world networked system.

In the following two subsections, we first provide an overview
and the main characteristics of our conformity mechanism, and
we then explain how the conformity mechanism is actually imple-
mented into the evolutionary process of our tag-based cooperation
model.

2.2. Properties of the conformity mechanism

In our model, conformity itself does not change the strategies
or tags of individuals. Instead, conformity affects an individual’s
preference or willingness to cooperate that can be changed by the
states of the surrounding individuals. We distinguish between the
cooperative preference (‘Yes’) and the self-interested preference
(‘No’).

With some probability, each individual i can turn on its coop-
erative preference (i.e. the preference either shifts to or remains
in the cooperative state ‘Yes’). The exact form of the conformity
probability function in our model is given by [37]:

Φ(ωsj ) =
1

1 + exp(−α(ωsj − δ))
, ωsj = mc/m (1)

where mc is the number of group members with the cooperative
preference ‘Yes’ and m represents the total number of individuals
within the same group of the l-step nearest neighbors, excluding
the focal individual i. Thus, the cooperative preference of a player
i does not contribute to the value of mc . The parameter α denotes
the conversion sensitivity, i.e. an agent’s sensitivity to the states of
the surrounding group members or simply the probability that an
agent will convert its current preference to that of the group. The
parameter δ stands for the strength of influence that is exerted by
groupmembers on an individual. It is selected as a threshold-value
parameter δ ∈ [0 1.0) to weigh the strength of group influence on
an individual agent. Lower values of δ typically lead to a stronger
influence in the model, such that only a few neighbors sharing the
samepreference can cause the focal player to switch the preference
to that of the influencing group. Conversely, larger values of δ
correspond to weaker influence, where more neighbors with the
samepreference are necessary to successfully exert an influence on
a targeted, focal individual. Thus, in our current model, conformity
follows the minority rule when δ < 0.5, whereas the majority rule
is in action when δ > 0.5.

If an individual turns on its cooperative preference as a result of
conformity, it will cooperate with its designated nearest neighbors
if and only if the tag-based model conditions are also satisfied.
For example, in the standard tag-based cooperation model [12],
there are four types of strategists: Ethnocentric, altruistic, egoistic,
and cosmopolitan. The cosmopolitan agents cooperate only with
the opponents having a different tag color; otherwise, they always
defect. Thus, in our tag-based model with conformity, one cos-
mopolitan agent with cooperative preference ‘Yes’ will cooperate
with its neighbors if and only if these neighbors are alive and their
tag colors are different. In addition, the connection between them
has to be a local one, i.e., agents cannot cooperate via long-range
connections in the basic tag-based model with conformity (in our
furthermodel variants,we additionally study the influence of long-
range connections, where interactions are enabled also via long-
range network links). On the other hand, cosmopolitans with the
self-interested preference ‘No’will never cooperate (as long as they
carry this preference), regardless of the types of connections (local
vs. global), the living states (alive or dead), or the tag colors of their
opponents.

Since we employ birth–death dynamics in our computational
model, at each time step, an agent can be randomly selected to die
(for details, please see the next subsection with our evolutionary
algorithm). This further means that following its death, an individ-
ual agent disappears from the network and creates an empty space
for the new offspring or other agents that can invade the system
from the outside. Therefore, in our computational model, agent
interactions naturally occur among ‘living’ agents that actually
exist in the systemand occupy the network nodes, but not between
the empty nodes which are not populated. On the other hand, in
our analytic model (see Appendix B), we used an aspatial model
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Fig. 1. Types of interaction neighborhood in a 2dWatts–Strogatz (WS) small-world
network. The local connections are depicted as blue links, whereas the long-range
connections are represented via red links. The first nearest neighbors (l = 1)
are depicted as orange nodes surrounding the focal, red node i. For l = 2, the
group focusing on i contains both the orange and the green nodes, respectively.
For example, the leftmost green node in the bottom-left corner is the long-range
second-nearest neighbor of the node i. The interaction neighborhood l = 3 consists
of orange, green, and violet nodes focusing on the central, red node i.

version in which the birth–death process is not applied and the
population size is therefore constant. In such cases, all agents are
referred to as ‘living’ and are all equally likely to interact with
everyone else in the population. Thus, the restriction of spatial
model variants (inwhich only ‘living’ agents can interact with each
other) is not present in such analytic model variants.

As we consider several different variants of our model, it is
necessary to note that in ourmodel simulations and in the analysis
(see Appendix B), we distinguish between the nonconformist (free)
altruists and conformist altruists. The preferences of the noncon-
formist free altruists are not influenced by the preferences of their
surrounding group members and are therefore always set as ‘Yes’,
whereas the preferences of conformist altruists are susceptible to
conformity bias.

Since they are unconditional defectors, it is natural to assume
that the actual behavior of egoists cannot be affected by the confor-
mity bias in the present model. In other words, egoists can change
their own preferences due to group influence but their actual be-
havior (unconditional defection) remains unchanged throughout
the simulation; in addition, egoists can exert the influence on
others via their own preferences. Initially, the preferences of all
individuals except egoists are other-regarding (i.e. they have the
cooperative preference state ‘Yes’).

Every agent interacts onlywith its connected nearest neighbors,
as specified by the interaction neighborhood size in themodel (see
Fig. 1). More specifically, every agent can only give donations to or
receive benefits from its connected nearest neighbors (i.e., its 1st
nearest neighbors),whereas its cooperative preference is under the
influence of those group members that are located within the lth
nearest neighbors, in accordancewith the conformity rule given by
the Eq. (1). As depicted in Fig. 1, the second-nearest neighbors are
the nearest connected neighbors of the first-nearest neighbors of
the central node i (excluding both the central node i and its first-
nearest neighbors), and similarly, the third-nearest neighbors are
the nearest connected neighbors of the second-nearest neighbors
of the central node i (excluding again the central node i, its first-
nearest and its second-nearest neighbors). Thus, the interaction
neighborhood l consists of all nodes within the lth nearest neigh-
bors of the node i.

2.3. The evolutionary algorithm

Constructing a 2d Watts–Strogatz small-world network. First,
we build a regular square lattice with mean degree ⟨k⟩ = 4 and

we then rewire some of its edges randomly with probability p. We
thus follow the standard procedure for the generation of Watts–
Strogatz small-world networks [65].
Initialization. At this stage, all properties are randomly assigned
to each network site, i.e. one of the four strategies (ethnocentric,
cosmopolitan, egoistic, or altruistic), one of the four tag colors, and
one of the two cooperation preferences (‘Yes’ or ‘No’) are randomly
selected and assigned to each site. Initially, each site is empty
and owns the same baseline fitness fi = 0.12. With respect to
strategies, we employed two unconditional and two conditional
strategies in our model. Altruism is one of the two unconditional
strategies whereby agents always cooperate with everyone in the
population (regardless of their tag colors), whereas egoism means
that agents always defect (again, regardless of the opponents’ tags).
Agents using the ethnocentric strategy cooperate only with those
opponents who share the identical tag color, whereas cosmopoli-
tans cooperate only with the opponents having a different tag
color; otherwise, they always defect. Thus, both ethnocentric and
cosmopolitan agents are conditional strategists. Furthermore, we
use a total of four distinct tag colors throughout the model sim-
ulations. The initial cooperation preferences of all ethnocentrics,
cosmopolitans, and altruists are assumed to be other-regarding
(i.e. ‘Yes’), whereas the preferences of all egoists are initially set
as self-interested (i.e. ‘No’).
Evolutionary process. There are six major evolutionary steps that
constitute our main algorithm (at the beginning of each time step
the list of living individuals is randomly shuffled):

1. Immigration. Starting with an initially unpopulated net-
work, one agent per time step invades the system and lands
on an empty, randomly selected site. The landing agent then
inherits the properties of that occupied site, including the
prescribed strategy, tag color, the cooperation preference,
and the initial fitness.

2. Interaction process. In a random sequence order, each liv-
ing individual interacts with the connected others within
its designated interaction neighborhood. For example, in
our basic model, an ethnocentric agent whose cooperation
preference is other-regarding (i.e. ‘Yes’) will cooperate with
its first living nearest neighbors (the maximum number of
the first nearest neighbors is 4) if the tag color of these
neighbors is the same as that of the ethnocentric agent. Sim-
ilarly, cosmopolitan agents will cooperate if and only if their
cooperation preferences are ‘Yes’ and their opponents with
different tag colors are placed within their nearest neigh-
borhood. In each cooperative interaction, a donor agent who
cooperates pays a cost c to donate a benefit b to the recipient.
Thus, each cooperative act is costly, whereas defection does
not incur any costs. The benefits b increase while the costs c
decrease an individual’s fitness fi.

3. Conformity process. Cooperation preference of each site i
is influenced by the cooperation preferences of the agents
in the surrounding group Gi focusing on i. The probability
that the cooperation preference of i is turned on or remains
‘Yes’ is then determined by the function shown in Eq. (1).
The groupGi contains all living individualswithin lth nearest
neighbors of i (but does not contain i itself). For example,
since we study different interaction neighborhood sizes in
the present paper, l = 2 means that group Gi contains
not only the first four nearest living neighbors but also the
second nearest neighbors of agent i (see e.g. Fig. 1).

4. Reproduction. Every living individual populating a site i
has a probability fi(t) that represents the fitness of an agent
at a given time step t . This fitness is proportional to the
probability of an agent’s reproduction that can occur if at
least one of its neighboring sites is empty. Thus, upon repro-
duction of i, the newborn baby agent will randomly occupy
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Fig. 2. The frequency ρ of the four strategy types (ethnocentric (ET), altruistic (A), egoistic (EG), and cosmopolitan (C)) as a function of the strength of group influence δ for
the tag-based cooperation model with conformity in a 2dWS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions and the rewiring probability p = 0.01. The displayed
results are obtained by averaging over Nr = 50 independent realizations. The results in the three panels correspond to the three different interaction neighborhood sizes:
l = 1 in panel (a), l = 2 in (b), and l = 3 in (c). The conversion sensitivity parameter was set to α = 10.0, and the remaining parameter values were selected as described in
the Methods section.

one of the neighboring empty sites of i, and then inherit the
fitness and the cooperation preference of i. Moreover, with
probability µ, the baby will inherit a given strategy and tag
color of parent i, but another strategy and another tag will
be inherited with a probability 1 − µ.

5. Death. With probability ν, any living individual in the sys-
tem can be selected to die.

6. Fitness renormalization. Fitness fi of each individual is
renormalized such that its average value is in agreement
with the initial fitness value fi = 0.12.

The above described evolutionary steps 1–6 are iterated until a
stable equilibrium state has been attained. The averages over Nr
independent simulation realizations are then calculated to obtain
the final results (the random number seeds were different for each
simulation run).Moreover, a completely new small-world network
with the same rewiring probability but with new links among
network nodes was built for every tenth simulation run.

Unless otherwise specified, the baseline parameter values of our
model were as follows: Mutation probability µ = 0.005, death
probability ν = 0.10, cooperation cost c = 0.01, cooperation
benefit b = 0.03, interaction neighborhood l = 2, network
rewiring probability p = 0.01, and conversion sensitivity α = 10.
The strength of influence δ was always varied across the whole
range of values δ ∈ [0 1.0). Finally, throughout the simulations, the
size of the studied networks was N = 200×200, meaning that the
simulated systems had a total of 40,000 available network nodes.

3. Results and discussion

In the data analysis, we only included the simulation outcomes
for which the system reached a stable, equilibrium state. For the
analysis of the conditions in which the system exhibited oscil-
latory behavior, we only considered the time series obtained af-
ter sufficiently long evolutionary times for which the system did
not show further significant changes of the observed oscillatory
dynamics. For the simulated conditions reported herein, a stable
equilibrium state was found mostly around t = 10,000, meaning
that the results generated by our model at t > 10,000 were not
significantly different from the outcomes observed at t = 10,000.
In the following subsections, we separately present the results for
the four different variants of our tag-based cooperationmodelwith
conformity.

3.1. Model I: Conformist altruists

In this model variant, the preferences of all types of strategists
are under the influence of conformity, i.e., their cooperation pref-
erences can be modified by the preferences of the surrounding

group members, influencing in turn their behavioral decisions (to
cooperate or to defect). Egoists’ preferences are alsomodifiable due
to the group influence (i.e. they can change from ‘No’ to ‘Yes’ under
the group influence), but these preference modifications cannot
alter the actual behavior of egoists, because they always defect
unconditionally. In addition, egoists’ preferences can influence the
preferences of other agents via the conformity rule. It is further
assumed in thismodel variant that individuals only cooperatewith
their local neighbors; thus, no cooperative interactions occur via
long-range connections. However, a cooperation preference of an
individual can be influenced and modified via both local and long-
range connections.

We can see in Fig. 2 that unlike the minority rule (δ < 0.5), the
application of themajority rule (δ > 0.5) can facilitate the survival
of altruists at various interaction neighborhood sizes l, even though
the ethnocentric strategy dominates the population irrespective of
δ. The simulation result for the casewithout conformity is shown in
Fig. 3(a), which nicely replicates a typical outcome of the standard
tag-based cooperation model characterized by the strongly domi-
nant ethnocentric strategy. Introducing the conformitymechanism
into the model (Fig. 3(b)–(d)), we see that the overall level of
ethnocentrism decreases, while the fraction of altruists increases
with δ. Notably, at δ = 0.6, we observe an oscillatory coexistence
of ethnocentrism and altruism in the model (Fig. 3(d)).

In Fig. 4, we show typical 2D color snapshots of the evolution
of four strategies in the tag-based cooperation model with con-
formity. We can observe the relatively early onset of the ethno-
centric superiority in the model at both weaker and intermediate
strengths of the group influence δ, with a transient dominance of
altruism in the initial evolutionary stages t ≤ 300 (see Fig. 4(a)–
(b)). However, when the majority rule is in action at δ = 0.6,
after sufficiently long evolutionary time, the two dominant strate-
gies (ethnocentrism and altruism) begin to coexist in the model
(Fig. 4(c)) such that the ethnocentrism can no longer take over the
population.

Fig. 5 further shows that relative to their competitors, especially
in the initial evolutionary stages, altruists obtain much more help
from other altruistic co-players, and as a result, their mean fitness
is initially much higher than that of ethnocentric agents, irrespec-
tive of the strength of group influence δ (see Fig. 5(a)) and in spite
of generally greater altruistic generosity towards ethnocentric in-
dividuals (Fig. 5(b)).

The situation then becomes more complicated as the number
of agents populating the network grows and the clusters of al-
truists get in touch with ethnocentric ones, leading to a strong
oscillatory behavior of the average fitness, particularly in later
evolutionary stages (Fig. 5(a)). In the absence of the majority rule
(δ ≤ 0.5), altruists located at cluster borders readily provide help
to ethnocentric individuals while simultaneously not being timely
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Fig. 3. The frequency ρ of the four strategy types (ethnocentric (ET), altruistic (A), egoistic (EG), and cosmopolitan (C)) as a function of time in a 2dWS small-world network
with periodic boundary conditions and the rewiring probability p = 0.01. The panel (a) shows the outcomes of the model simulations without conformity, while the
remaining panels (b)–(d) correspond to the model with conformity under different values of δ. In panel (b) δ = 0.4, in (c) δ = 0.5, and in (d) δ = 0.6. In all four panels,
α = 10.0, l = 2, and the remaining parameter values were selected as described in the Methods section.

Fig. 4. Typical 2D color snapshots of the evolution of strategies in a tag-based cooperation model with conformity in a 2dWS small-world network with periodic boundary
conditions and the rewiring probability p = 0.01. The minority rule was applied in simulations shown in panel (a) with δ = 0.4 and in panel (b) with δ = 0.5. The outcome
of a simulation with the majority rule is shown in panel (c) with δ = 0.6. The remaining parameters were taken as α = 10.0, l = 2, and for the rest of parameters the
baseline values were used as described in the Methods section.

compensated by other altruists or ethnocentrics (see Fig. 4(a)(b)
and Fig. 5(b)). Due to the influence of the surrounding ethnocen-
tric agents, the other-regarding preferences of altruists become
reduced with time (see Fig. 5(c)). The borders of altruistic clusters
then naturally begin to shrink back, and the ethnocentric clusters
gradually expand at the expense of the altruistic domains (see
Fig. 4(a)(b)).

After a sufficiently extended evolutionary time, the whole net-
work becomes nearly fully saturatedwith ethnocentric individuals
for δ ≤ 0.5. As the majority rule begins to work with δ > 0.5,
the altruists at their cluster borders become less likely to provide
help to the surrounding ethnocentric individuals. The altruists then

receive more help from other altruists thereby stabilizing their
own clusters (see Fig. 4(c)). However, when the periods in which
altruists assist their own kind become no longer more frequent
than the periods in which ethnocentric agents help their tag-
mates (but instead they both begin to oscillate in evolutionary
time as shown in Fig. 5(d)), the two groups of strategists (altruists
and ethnocentrics) start to dynamically coexist and can no longer
outcompete each other (see again Fig. 3(d)).

Since the other two groups of strategists in our model (egoists
and cosmopolitans) are strongly suppressed, as has been the case
in most previous models of tag-based cooperation, we focus our
further analyses mainly on the dynamical behaviors of altruistic
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Fig. 5. (a) Evolution of the difference between the average fitness values of altruists and ethnocentrics∆f (t) = fA(t)− fET (t). Positive∆f (t) values indicate that altruists own
higher fitness than ethnocentric agents; the peaks around t = 102 correspond to the rapid expansion of altruists before their contact with ethnocentric clusters occurs. (b)
Evolution of the difference between the frequency of cooperative acts provided by altruists to their connected ethnocentric opponents nAE (t) and cooperative acts provided
by ethnocentric agents to their connected altruistic opponents nEA(t), i. e., ∆nc (t) = (nAE (t) − nEA(t))/ncoop(t), where ncoop(t) represents the total number of cooperative acts
in the system at time t . Higher ∆nc (t) indicates more cooperative acts by altruists provided to their ethnocentric neighbors (than vice versa), which reveals that altruists
significantly contribute to the growth and increase of ethnocentric clusters. (c) Evolution of the difference between the average cooperation preference of altruists connected
to ethnocentric agents and the average cooperation preference of ethnocentric agents connected to altruists∆bc (t). The positive peak of∆bc (t) indicates a higher cooperation
preference of altruists than of their ethnocentric neighbors, i. e., the overall greater generosity of altruists which is ultimately leading to a decay of their average fitness.
(d) Evolution of the difference between the frequency of cooperative acts exchanged among altruists and the frequency of cooperation exchanged among ethnocentric
agents ∆ic (t). ∆ic (t) ≃ 1.0 indicates that altruists obtain sufficient support from other altruists within their own clusters helping them to successfully resist the invasion
of ethnocentric intruders. The results shown in all four panels correspond to simulations conducted on a 2d WS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions
and the rewiring probability p = 0.01. The remaining parameters were taken as α = 10.0, l = 2, and for the rest of the parameters their baseline values were selected as
described in the Methods section.

and ethnocentric agents. Nevertheless, relative to the condition
without conformity or with the influence of the conformity mech-
anism but under the minority rule, we find that the majority rule
(δ > 0.5) in ourmodel can actually give rise to visiblymore egoists
and cosmopolitans in the population (see Fig. 4(c)).

3.2. Model II: Nonconformist free altruists

In this version of our model, the preferences of altruistic agents
are not conformity biased, i.e., their cooperation preferences can-
not bemodified by the preferences of the surrounding groupmem-
bers, and as a result, their behavioral decisions cannot be affected.
When all altruistic agents are spared from the influence of confor-
mity, as is the case in the current model variant, we then call them
the free altruists. In other words, irrespective of the preferences of
other surrounding agents, the free altruists carry the cooperative
preference ‘Yes’ throughout the simulation, and consequentially,
they always cooperate unconditionally with all interacting neigh-
bors. At the same time, the preferences of ethnocentric, cosmopoli-
tan, and egoistic agents are under the influence of conformity in
this model version. However, as in the previous model variant,
although egoists’ preferences remain modifiable due to the group
influence (i.e. they can change from ‘No’ to ‘Yes’ under the group
influence), this conformity bias cannot alter the actual behavior
of egoists because they always defect unconditionally. Moreover,
egoists’ preferences can influence the preferences of others via the
conformity rule. It is further assumed, as in the previous model
variant, that individuals only cooperate with their local neighbors;
thus, no cooperative interactions occur via long-range connections.
However, a cooperation preference of an individual can be in-
fluenced via both local and long-range connections. In Fig. 6 we
see that in the tag-based cooperation model with conformity and
free altruists, the majority rule (δ > 0.5) stably promotes the

dominance of altruism. The advantage of altruists in this model
version remains robust against the variation of the conversion
sensitivity α and the size of the interaction neighborhood l (see
again Fig. 6).

In Fig. 7,we show the evolutionary dynamics of the four strategy
types for the three different strengths of group influence δ in the
conformitymodel with nonconformist free altruists (Fig. 7(b)–(d)),
and the basic tag-based cooperation model without conformity
(Fig. 7(a)). Relative to the results obtainedwith the firstmodel vari-
ant (where all agents are influenced by the conformitymechanism,
shown in Fig. 3), we observe a remarkable outbreak of altruism
in the model with nonconformist free altruists, in which altruistic
agents start to dominate the population already at the threshold
value of δ = 0.5 (Fig. 7(c)).

Comparing the 2D color snapshots of the spatial strategy dis-
tributions in Figs. 4 and 8, we can see that when altruists are not
susceptible to conformity (Fig. 8) while the remaining agent types
conform to the influence of others, altruists start to produce more
dense and larger altruistic domains that can persist in evolutionary
time, thereby preventing the formation of compact ethnocentric
clusters. This phenomenon is observed already at the threshold
value of the group influence δ = 0.5, and becomes even stronger
pronounced under the majority rule δ > 0.5 (see Fig. 8(b)–(c)).

We identify three potentialmechanisms that are relevant to the
dominance of altruism under the majority rule (δ > 0.5) in the
tag-based model with nonconformist free altruists: (1) When the
majority rule is in action (δ = 0.6), free altruists can significantly
reduce their overall generosity towards the surrounding ethnocen-
tric agents (see Fig. 9(b)), thereby maintaining higher average fit-
ness thanunder δ < 0.6 (see Fig. 9(a)). (2) Concomitantly, given the
limitations of the available identical tag colors and the continuous
modification of cooperation preferences (due to conformity), the
intra-tag ethnocentric cooperation declines and the ethnocentric
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Fig. 6. The frequency ρ of the four strategy types as a function of δ for the model version with nonconformist free altruists evolving on a 2d WS small-world network with
periodic boundary conditions, the rewiring probability p = 0.01, the varying interaction neighborhood sizes l, and different conversion sensitivities α. The condition with
the interaction neighborhood l = 1 is shown in the left-column panels, l = 2 in the middle-column panels, and l = 3 in the right-column panels. The conversion sensitivity
α = 5.0 condition is shown in the top row of panels (a–c), α = 10.0 in the middle-row panels (d–f), and α = 20.0 in the bottom-row panels (g–i). All results represent the
averages taken over Nr = 50 independent realizations.

Fig. 7. Evolution of the four strategy types in a tag-based cooperation model with nonconformist free altruists and conformity biased transmission of other strategies in a
2dWS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions and the rewiring probability p = 0.01. In (a), the baseline tag-based cooperation model without conformity
is shown. In (a)–(c), the tag-based cooperation model with the added conformity component (but with nonconformist free altruists) is displayed. Furthermore, the panel
(b) corresponds to the case with δ = 0.4, panel (c) with δ = 0.5, and the outcome for the system simulated under the majority rule δ = 0.6 is shown in panel (d). The
conversion sensitivity for the cases with the conformity mechanism was taken as α = 10.0 and the interaction neighborhood size was l = 2. The values of the remaining
parameters were taken as in the baseline condition, as described in the Methods section.

agents do not attain a sufficiently high average fitness in order to
reproduce as quickly as altruists (see again Fig. 9(a), where the
persisting positive value of ∆f (t) under δ = 0.6 clearly shows
that altruists own higher fitness than ethnocentric agents). (3)
Consequentially, under the majority rule and in the long-term, the
generosity remains better preserved within altruistic than within
ethnocentric clusters (as evidenced in Fig. 9(d)).

In addition, for this model variant with nonconformist free
altruists and only local interactions among connected agents, we
also examined the role that the varying long-range connections
may play in the system evolution (even though only preference

modifications but not cooperative acts can occur along them). In
Fig. A.16 (see Appendix A), we can see that the number of long-
range connections (with the rewiring probability p ranging from
p = 0.01 to p = 0.3) does not significantly affect the simulation
outcomeswhen the interactions among individuals are still strictly
local.

3.3. Model III: Pinning free altruists

We have seen thus far that pure altruism can outcompete other
strategies and stably dominate the system when altruistic agents
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Fig. 8. Typical 2D color snapshots of the evolution of four strategies on a 2d WS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions and the rewiring probability
p = 0.01 for the model version with conformity and nonconformist free altruists. In panel (a) δ = 0.4, in (b) δ = 0.5, and δ = 0.6 in panel (c). The remaining parameters
were taken as α = 10.0, l = 2, and the rest as in the baseline model, as described in the Methods section.

Fig. 9. Dynamical behavior of the average fitness ∆f (t) (a), the evolution of ∆nc (t) (b), of ∆bc (t) (c), and of ∆ic (t) (d) for the three different values of the group influence
δ. All outcomes correspond to simulations on a 2d WS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions and the rewiring probability p = 0.01 with the conformity
mechanisms but with nonconformist free altruists. The remaining parameter values were taken as α = 10.0, l = 2, and for the rest, as described in the Methods section.

do not conform, while all other strategists are conformity biased.
Since in the previous model version all altruists were noncon-
formists, we now investigate the question of what is the minimal
number of nonconformist altruists required to drive the tag-based
system into the desired state of pure altruism. To this effect, we
introduce and test a mechanism for the systematic control of
the evolutionary dynamics of altruism in a tag-based model with
conformity.

In evolutionary game theory, a widely used method to control
the dynamics of prosocial behavior, i.e. to increase and sustain
the frequency of cooperators and concomitantly to decrease the
level of defectors, is to seed pinning individuals such as super
altruists, who are forced to never change their strategy through-
out the system evolution [66,67]; for a related application of this

method to opinion dynamics, see Ref. [68]. Inspired by this earlier
research, in the present model version we study the consequences
of introducing a random pinning control mechanism in the tag-
based cooperation model with conformity, in which the varying
numbers of pinning free altruists are tested for their resistance to
the group influence. Naturally, the associated effect of this control
mechanism on the evolutionary dynamics of cooperation in a tag-
based system with conformity is systematically studied.

In our control mechanism, we simply let a certain randomly
selected proportion fp of altruists to be the free altruists. Unlike
other altruists, the pinning free altruists will not be influenced by
the cooperationpreferences of others, i.e., their cooperationprefer-
ence will remain ‘Yes’ throughout the system evolution. Moreover,
it is assumed in this model variant, as in all previous ones, that the
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Fig. 10. The frequency ρ of the four strategies as a function of δ for different degrees of the pinning control in a 2d WS small-world network with periodic boundary
conditions and the rewiring probability p = 0.01; fp represents the fraction of nonconformist altruists, i.e. fp = 0.1 in (a), fp = 0.5 in (b), and fp = 1.0 in (c). The shown
results are the averages over Nr = 50 independent realizations. The remaining parameters were α = 10.0, l = 2, and for the rest as described in Methods.

Fig. 11. Evolution of the four strategy types on a 2dWS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions, the rewiring probability p = 0.01, andwith nonconformist
altruists. In (a) conformity is not introduced. In (b)–(d), conformity is introduced. Furthermore, (b) δ = 0.4, (c) δ = 0.5 and δ = 0.6 in (d). The other parameters were
α = 10.0, l = 2, and the rest as described in Methods.

cooperative interactions can only occur across local connections in
the network,whereas individual preferences can be biased both via
local and global (long-range) connections.

Fig. 10 demonstrates that under the majority rule (δ > 0.5)
and with the applied pinning control mechanism, not all altruists
have to be free from conformity bias in order to promote the
dominance of pure altruism in the model. Instead, it is sufficient
for the stable altruistic dominance that only a small fraction of
altruistic agents such as fp = 0.1 is not conformity biased, since the
effect is not significantly enhanced if the degree of pinning altruists
fp is further increased. We also see in Fig. 10 that the pinning
altruists’ influence is offset when the individual preferences are
easily biased by the preferences of only a few surrounding agents,
i.e., when theminority rule (δ < 0.5) is in action, irrespective of the
actual degree of the pinning control in themodel (see Fig. 10(b)(c)).

The evolution of the system for the cases without conformity
andwith the conformity bias for different values of δ and fp = 0.1 is
shown in Fig. 11. Here, we see again that themajority rule is indeed
necessary to promote the altruistic dominance in the population,
which cannot occur under the minority rule. This is also evidenced
by the spatial snapshots shown in Fig. 12, which additionally
demonstrate that under the minority rule and the implemented
pinning control mechanism with fp = 0.1, the altruistic clusters
are prevented from expansion rather early in evolutionary time,

relative to the previousmodel version inwhich all altruists are free
from the conformity bias.

Conformity biased altruistic agents located near the pinning
altruists can get enough help to maintain positive average fit-
ness at δ = 0.6 (see Fig. 13). In the presence of the majority
rule, clusters with pinning altruists can avoid cooperation with
ethnocentric agents and better preserve their in-group generosity
than ethnocentrics (see Fig. 13(b) and (d)). However, we can also
see in Fig. 13 that the asynchrony in the cooperation preferences
between the pinning free altruists and conformity biased altruists
is causing a stronger oscillatory behavior relative to the previously
studied model version in which all altruists are nonconformists.
Additionally, compared with the cases shown in Figs. 5 and 9, the
average fitness of altruists ismuch lower under the pinning control
mechanism (see Figs. 13 and A.19).

Remarkably, in the presence of the majority rule (δ > 0.5),
even a very small number fp of pinning altruists can push the
system into the phase of nearly full-altruists, irrespective of the
underlying network rewiring probability (see Fig. A.14). We thus
see in Appendix A in Figs. A.14 andA.17–A.19, that seeding initially
only a tiny fraction of pinning free altruists (but at least > 1%)
can establish and maintain the other-regarding cooperation pref-
erences of most altruists, thereby greatly facilitating their superi-
ority throughout the system evolution. There exists a saturation
threshold (order of magnitude of 10−2) beyond which the system
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Fig. 12. Typical 2D spatial snapshots of the evolution of four strategies on a 2d WS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions and the rewiring probability
p = 0.01, where conformity influences the cooperation preferences of ethnocentric, cosmopolitan and altruistic agents but not the preferences of pinning altruists. Initially,
fp = 0.1 of altruists are randomly set as free (nonconformist) altruists. Furthermore, (a) δ = 0.4, (b) δ = 0.5 and δ = 0.6 in (c). The other parameters were α = 10.0, l = 2,
and for the rest as described in Methods.

Fig. 13. (a) Dynamical behaviors of ∆f (t) for three different values of δ. (b) Dynamical behaviors of ∆nc (t) for three different values of δ. (c) Dynamical behaviors of ∆bc (t)
for three different values of δ. (d) Dynamical behaviors of ∆ic (t) for three different values of δ. The system evolution was simulated on a 2d WS small-world network with
periodic boundary conditions and the rewiring probability p = 0.01. Initially, fp = 0.1 of altruists were randomly set as free, nonconformist altruists. The other parameters
were α = 10.0, l = 2, and the rest as described in Methods.

is nearly full of altruists, such that further pinning control becomes
redundant for driving the direction of the system evolution.

3.4. Model IV: Effects of long-range connections

In this model version, we explore the system evolution for the
case that individuals can interact with each other not only via local
links but also along global, long-range network connections. Thus,
in this model variant, both cooperative acts and preference biases
occur via both local and global connections in the system.

The simulations results shown in Appendix A in Figs. A.15 and
A.20–A.22, are based on the model where all altruists are initially
free from conformity and where both cooperative interactions

and the preference bias occur through both short and long-range
connections. Surprisingly, we can observe that the overall pattern
of results does not change significantly when interactions occur
also via global, long-range network connections. However, we can
observe a modest downfall of altruists with an increasing net-
work rewiring probability pwhen interactions occur also along the
global network links.

In Fig. A.23we show the conditionwith conformist altruists and
interactions via both local and global network connections. Thus,
in this condition, preferences of all agent types (including altruists)
are conformity biased and influenced by the preferences of other
group members. It can be observed that this restriction indeed
brings altruists into a disadvantaged position, since they can no
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longer dominate the population irrespective of δ. Moreover, we
see again that increasing the long-range connections via stronger
rewiring of the network further reduces the number of altruists
in the population. Yet the unfavorable conditions with more long-
range connections do not qualitatively change the final evolution-
ary outcomes.

Finally, detailed results of our mathematical analyses are given
in Appendix B. Our main analytic results can be summarized as
follows: We first replicated the typical finding showing that in the
absence of anymechanisms for the evolution of cooperation, there
is the dominance of egoism in the model. Together with our com-
putational experiments, we further concluded that when all types
of strategists are susceptible to conformity, neither conformity bias
nor the spatial structure alone can tune the evolution in favor
of altruists. However, when compared to previous computational
experiments with structured populations, our further analysis and
numerical simulations of the aspatial model revealed that in com-
bination, spatial structure and nonconformity of cooperators can
give rise to a stable dominance of altruists in tag-based multiagent
systems.

4. General discussion and outlook

4.1. Conforming vs. nonconforming altruists

In the absence of conditional strategies, previous studies have
shown that conformity may support cooperation but often only
under specific conditions or in the presence of other cooperation-
promoting mechanisms (e.g. [37,44]). For example, recent stud-
ies have revealed that the effects of conformity on cooperation
are highly dependent upon the choice of the underlying network
topology [46], such that in certain interaction structures (e.g. scale-
free networks), conformity can even hinder the emergence of
cooperative behavior. Thus, even in the presence of only simple
unconditional strategies, previous studies addressing the influ-
ence of conformist bias on cooperation have remained largely
inconclusive, suggesting that conformity alone cannot explain the
cooperation levels typically observed in social systems [43].

In our present study, we have addressed for the first time the
combined effects of conformity and tag-mediated interactions, in
which both conditional and unconditional strategies are involved.
We found that spatial structure and nonconformity of uncondi-
tional cooperators are the two indispensable ingredients for the
stable persistence of dominant pure altruism in tag-based mul-
tiagent systems, thereby corroborating the previously detected
essential role of interaction structure in determining conformity’s
cooperation-promoting potency [46]. However, to our knowledge,
none of the previous studies has reported on the relevance of
nonconforming unconditional cooperators in combination with
conformity-biased transmission of other strategies in tag-based
multi-agent networked systems. In this context, our study has
revealed a series of non-trivial findings which we henceforth in-
dividually discuss.

Although the ethnocentric strategy remains dominant after in-
troducing the conformity into themodel (Fig. 3(b)–(d)), the overall
level of ethnocentric cooperation decreases, while the fraction of
altruists increaseswith δ. Notably, at δ = 0.6,weobserved anoscil-
latory coexistence of ethnocentrism and altruism (Fig. 3(d)). Inter-
estingly, a previous study has shown that such oscillatory behavior
can originate from the synchronization of individual strategies due
to the locally introduced conformist bias [69]. We have shown,
however, that in a tag-based cooperation model with multiple
strategies, the oscillatory behavior can emerge if conformity bias
spreads both locally and globally over the long-range connections
in the network.

In the model variant with conformity bias but with free non-
conforming altruists, we have found that the majority rule (δ >

0.5) stably promotes the outbreak of the dominant altruism. The
advantage of altruists in this model version remains robust against
the variation of the conversion sensitivity α and the size of the
interaction neighborhood l. It is thus indeed possible that pure al-
truism can emerge and outcompete other strategies in the system
when altruistic agents do not conform to the group, while at the
same time, all other strategists are conformity biased.

The vast majority of earlier studies on tag-based cooperation
(e.g. [10,12,24]) reported stable dominance of the intra-group ‘eth-
nocentric’ strategy, that consistently outweighs all other compet-
ing strategies across a number of conditions. More recently, only
a few studies [17–19,23] have identified conditions under which
non-ethnocentric strategies can also dominate the tag-based sys-
tem, thereby reliably suppressing in-group biased or other selfish
strategies. To our knowledge, our present study is the first one to
identify a novel condition, this time within the framework of a
co-evolutionary model, under which pure altruism, i.e. uncondi-
tional cooperation, can globally outcompete tag-based conditional
strategies and unconditional defection.

Using a randompinning controlmechanism,we found that only
a small fraction of nonconformist altruists (but at least > 1%) in
the system can establish and maintain the other-regarding coop-
eration preferences of most altruists, thereby greatly facilitating
their superiority throughout the system evolution. For practical
considerations, this result suggests that controlling only a subset of
altruists, the state of a nearly complete altruism in the population
can be attained while simultaneously keeping the control costs at
a minimum.

We have thus shown that a stable control of the system in
favor of altruists is possible evenwithout the application of degree-
based [66] or other more sophisticated control mechanisms [67].
Instead, a simple random selection of a small fraction of pinning
free altruists is sufficient to drive the system towards the globally
dominant state of pure altruism. Excitingly, we have checked that
this finding is highly robust and independent of the number of
long-range connections in the network, the size of the interaction
neighborhood, or the conversion sensitivity α. Of course, larger
degree of controlwould further increase the robustness of altruism
and its resistance to the influence of other types of strategies,
and moreover, it would speed up the emergence of an altruistic
equilibrium in evolutionary time.

When cooperative acts and conformity bias are allowed to occur
via both local and global connections in the system, we observed
no significant changes relative to the previously observed result
patterns, though the rewired interactions do tend to cause a slight
decrease in the overall level of altruism.

Our results are in line with a more recent study [43] suggesting
that the co-evolution of cooperation and conformity alone cannot
explain the observed levels of cooperation typically found in hu-
man societies, but that instead conformity may play a role when
combined with other relevant factors. Specifically, our computa-
tional experiments, the mathematical analysis, and additional nu-
merical simulations revealed that under the majority rule, spatial
structure andnonconformity of cooperators in combination are the
two indispensable ingredients for the stable dominance of altruism
in tag-based multiagent systems.

In agreement with previous findings [16,21], we have seen that
the aspatial tag-based cooperation model, without any population
structure, can indeed give rise to elevated intra-tag ethnocen-
tric cooperation. However, the same aspatial model, even in the
presence of the majority rule, was not able to promote global
altruism to the extent that it outcompeted all other strategies
(see e.g. Fig. B.27 in the Appendix). Instead, we found that this
was only possible when the spatial structure was combined with
nonconforming unconditional cooperators, while concomitantly,
the transmission of other strategies was conformity biased (cf.
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Figs. 6, B.27 and B.31). Our analytic arguments and multiagent
networked simulations have further revealed that spatial structure
is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the emergence of
global altruism in tag-based cooperative systems.

In the context of real-world social phenomena, our model pro-
vides an alternative, nonlocalist explanation for the emergence of
tag-based cooperation and the associated coexistence of ethnocen-
trism and altruism that is ubiquitous in human and other animal
societies. In its standard localist view, it has been assumed that
preferential cooperation with group members and the resulting
global ethnocentrism are largely associated with the perceived
shared similarity among locally interacting tag-mates. However,
our findings suggest that such local processes of tag detection,
tag-mediated interaction among neighboring agents, and the local
conformity-driven influence of strategies under the minority rule,
can only explain the emergence of ethnocentric dominance in tag-
based cooperation models.

Global processes, on the other hand, such as the pressure to
conform to a collectively desirable group norm under the majority
rule dictate alternative outcomes in tag-based systems, character-
ized by either oscillatory coexistence of ethnocentric and altruistic
agents, or by the equilibria with dominant nonconforming altru-
ists. In agreement with a recent observation [22], our model thus
suggests that ethnocentrism is not that easily evolvable and as
robust as has been previously assumed, since ethnocentric clusters
can become vulnerable to invasion by pure altruists in the presence
of influential social norms.

It has been suggested previously [50] that altruistic norm com-
pliance is shaped by tag-mediated ingroup favoritism. To our
knowledge, our current model represents the first explicit imple-
mentation of this view where normative obedience of agents de-
pends on the group membership of their opponents. For example,
if agents are ethnocentric intra-tag cooperators, their cooperative
decision making will be affected in our model by the conformity
bias if and only if their interacting opponents share the same tags.
We have demonstrated that one consequence of this dependency
of norm compliance on group membership in tag-based systems
is a possible dominance of global pure altruism, provided that
spatially structured unconditional cooperators refuse to obey the
enforced social norm. Our results thus suggest that this depen-
dency of norm obedience on groupmembershipmay have evolved
not just to promote cooperationwithin groups, but also to establish
global indiscriminate cooperation in the society, especially in the
presence of strong ethnocentric individuals and selfish uncondi-
tional defectors.

4.2. Future research directions

Earlier studies have evidenced that conformity interacts not
only with the type of the game that is being played among agents
[44,49], but also with the type of the underlying network topol-
ogy [46,70]. Since our present model simulations were conducted
on small-world networks with varying rewiring probability [65,
71], we suggest that next extensions of our work should inves-
tigate the dynamics of tag-based cooperation with conformity in
other network topologies such as scale-free networks. Importantly,
studying the interactions betweenmultiple groups and the confor-
mity biased transmission of cooperative strategies over different
layers of multiplex networks would introduce a further level of
complexity [49], that rightfully deserves special attention in future
studies.

In this context, one possible generalization of our model could
consist of a case where agents play one game with their ingroup
mates but another game against the outgroups, which would in
turn enable amore systematic study of the intergroup bias [72] and
its potential combined effects with conformity on tag-mediated

cooperative behavior. In addition, the potency of the conformity
mechanism in combination with punishment [28,71,73] and re-
ward incentives [23,74] should be elucidated in future studies,
especially in the context of systems with high diversity whose
collective intelligence often depends upon non-trivial, optimally
designed incentive schemes [23,75].

4.3. Potential application areas

An often overlooked problem with tag-based systems is that
tag-mediated cooperation remains largely preserved within the
tag-sharing ingroup clusters, which in the long-term, can endanger
the diversity of the population and lead to the associated produc-
tivity gaps or innovation shocks. It may therefore be useful to de-
velop tag-based cooperation systems that are not only dominated
by intra-group cooperation but which can instead also lead to
global cooperative outcomes with dominant unconditional coop-
eration. In particular, such outcomes based upon hybrid tag-based
systems with conformity may be desirable for restoring global
cooperation in various large-scale distributed systems such as P2P
networks [10], for reaching the secure two-party computation in
cloud systems [76], or for the influence maximization in various
social networking or viral marketing technologies [32].

However, applications of standard tag-based interactions to
these technologies without conformity or other potent mecha-
nisms are rather vulnerable to exploitation by cheating free-riders
who can fake the cooperative tags to receive the benefits with-
out providing anything in return to their fellow peers. Remaining
undetected in distributed, decentralized, and self-organizing sys-
tems, such free-riders can pose considerable maintenance costs
and cause the ultimate collapse of cooperation in the system. Our
present model clearly shows that these earlier limitations can be
circumvented by combining tags with the proposed conformity
mechanism, enabling the emergence andpersistence of global pure
altruism in tag-based multi-agent systems. This way, the system
does not need to rely on ingroup biased, ethnocentric coopera-
tion, but instead, via tag-mediated interactions and conformity
bias, it can generate sustainable levels of global unconditional
cooperation. In addition, by employing our discovered pinning
control mechanism, systems could be developed that can flexibly
and adaptively switch between ingroup favoritism and inter-group
cooperation, which may be of particular interest in some techno-
logical applications. We hope our present study can serve as the
first inspiring step towards this formidable challenge.

5. Conclusions

In the present paper, we addressed the question of whether
and under what conditions tag-mediated interactions in a net-
worked multiagent system with conformity biased transmission
of strategies can generate dominant unconditional cooperation,
i.e. pure altruism that can outcompete other strategies. Combining
the methods of game theory, evolutionary computing, and agent-
based simulation, we instituted a hybrid computational model to
investigate the emergence of prosocial behavior attributed to the
co-evolutionary [64] interplay between individual strategies and
conformity bias. In a series of extensive Monte Carlo simulation
experiments, we systematically examined four different variants
of our computational spatial model (including the model version
with conformity applied to all strategies, with nonconforming al-
truists, with a random pinning control mechanism, and with long-
range connections), which we then additionally compared to the
mathematical aspatial model and numerical simulations for the
well-mixed population. With this model, which is to the best of
our knowledge the first one combining tag-mediated cooperation
with conformity, we obtained several non-trivial findings.
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Tags can knowingly reduce the complexity of information pro-
cessing and serve as a reliable trust-inducingmechanism in anony-
mous one-shot interactions [23], whereas conformity enhances
coordinated risk-minimizing behaviors within a group, ensuring
that individual payoffs do not drop significantly below the average
payoff level [36]. However, none of the twomechanisms alone can
push the system into the state of pure unconditional cooperation.
Corroborated by recent theoretical [43] and empirical studies [42],
our findings suggest that indeed, conformity may not be as strong
catalyst of prosociality as has been previously assumed, but that
instead, it requires a support from other mechanisms to fully
unwind its cooperation-enforcing potency.

We have shown that one such mechanism is the small-world
network structure, which is typically known for its fast and reliable
signal propagation between network nodes [65,71]. Specifically,
our computational experiments and mathematical analyses have
revealed that under the majority rule, the nonconformity of co-
operators and the small-world spatial structure in combination
are the two necessary prerequisites for the stable dominance of
altruists in tag-based multiagent systems.

Crucially, our simulations also provide the first evidence that it
is possible to significantly amplify the degree of altruism in a tag-
based multiagent system by means of a relatively simple control
mechanism that needs to be applied only to a small subset of al-
truistic agents. Evidently, such an ability to enhance pure altruism
while simultaneously suppressing all other competing strategies is
of paramount importance for any decentralized large-scale system
with self-interested units that can easily provoke the fragility of
cooperative equilibria.
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Appendix A. Computational experiments: Additional results

Here, we show the results of additional simulations that were
conducted to further explore the parameter space. Fig. A.14 shows
the strategy frequency ρ as a function of the pinning degree fp
for three different cases of the rewiring probability p, confirming
thus that irrespective of the underlying rewiring probability of the
network, only small fraction fp of pinning altruists can push the
system into the phase of nearly full-altruism.

Fig. A.15 depicts the model variant in which all altruistic agents
are initially free from conformity and where cooperative inter-
actions and the preference biases occur via both short and long-
range network connections. In Fig. A.16, we show the frequency
of strategists as a function of δ under different network rewiring
probability conditions (when interactions among agents remain
only local).

In Fig. A.17, we show the evolution of the system under the
pinning control mechanism with different proportions of the pin-
ning free altruists. Fig. A.18 shows the typical 2D snapshots of the
evolution of strategies under different degrees of the pinning altru-
ists. The dynamical behaviors of various differencemeasures under
varying degrees of the pinning control mechanism are shown in
Fig. A.19. Furthermore, in Figs. A.20–A.22, we give the simulation
outcomes for the case with nonconformist altruists but with inter-
actions occurring along both local and global network connections,
and in Fig. A.23, we show the model version where all agents are
conformity biased and interactions occur also along long-range
connections.

Appendix B. Mathematical analysis

Conformist altruists

As typically observed in well-mixed populations, we also find
that egoism becomes the dominant strategy in the absence of any
additional cooperation-promoting mechanisms. According to the
rules of the model, there will be Ns = ns × nc × nt = 4 × 2 × 4 =

32 different possible states for each individual in the case that
altruists are conformity biased (also see Section 3.1), regardless
of whether individuals are living or not, where ns, nc , and nt
denote the number of possible strategies, the number of possible
cooperative preferences, and the number of possible tag colors
in our model. Thus, unlike in computational experiments, where
interactions occur only among living individuals, such restriction
is no longer present in themathematical analysis. Furthermore, we
list the payoff matrices in Tables B.1–B.4 which contain Ns = 32
payoff elements for each state.

In our tables, we only show the payoff elements for the four
types of strategists with the tag color X = 0; the positions of
the red payoff elements will then shift among the blue elements
for the other values of X (i.e. for other tag colors), as described in
the caption of Table B.1. More specifically, when a noncooperative
altruist interacts with a cooperative ethnocentric individual, we
will have the payoff array X = 1: {0, b, 0, 0} for the tag color
X = 1. For further tag colors, we have X = 2: {0, 0, b, 0} and X =

3: {0, 0, 0, b}. Similarly, when a noncooperative altruist interacts
with one cooperative cosmopolitan agent ((C, Y, X), X = 0, 1, 2, 3),
the array will be X = 1: {b, 0, b, b} for (A,N, 1), X = 2: {b, b, 0, b}
for (A,N, 2), and X = 3: {b, b, b, 0} for (A,N, 3). The payoff ele-
ments in Table B.1 (and subsequent tables) that can be shifted are
represented in red color, as elements that are moving among the
blue payoff elements. However, when an altruist interacts with an
egoist, we see that the payoff array remains {0, 0, 0, 0} regardless
of the value of X , so the color of the payoff elements in Table B.1
for this type of interaction is always black.

Our present analysis is inspired by the work of Traulsen and
Schuster [77], which introduced a minimal analytic approach to
tag-mediated cooperation. In general, the evolutionary dynamics
of cooperation can be analytically described by a set of equations
called the replicator dynamics [78,79]. We can thus calculate the
mean payoffs from the payoff matrix as [77]

5t
(S,P,T ) =

ns,nc ,nt∑
S′,P ′,T ′

pt(S′,P ′,T ′)E
(S,P,T )
(S′,P ′,T ′), (B.1)

⟨5⟩
t
=

ns,nc ,nt∑
S,P,T

pt(S,P,T )5
t
(S,P,T ) (B.2)

where pt(S′,P ′,T ′) stands for the fraction of individuals in a state
(S ′, P ′, T ′) (S ′, P ′ and T ′ correspond to different strategies, coop-
eration preferences, and tag colors) at time t; E(S,P,T )

(S′,P ′,T ′) denotes the
payoff elements of (S, P, T ) when facing the state (S ′, P ′, T ′). For
further details on E(S,P,T )

(S′,P ′,T ′), please see the description in the caption
of Table B.1. Moreover, in Eq. (B.2),5t

(S,P,T ) is the payoff of the state
(S, P, T ) with frequency pt(S,P,T ) while ⟨5⟩

t is the mean payoff from
the payoff matrix.

Based on Eq. (B.2), and without considering mutation, popula-
tion structure, the death–birth process (all individuals are instead
alive or the number of alive individuals is kept as constant N),
or conformity, the evolutionary dynamics of the simplest tag-
based system could be determined by the following replicator
equations [77]:

pt+1
(S,P,T ) = pt(S,P,T ) + hpt(S,P,T )(5

t
(S,P,T ) − ⟨5⟩

t ), (B.3)
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Fig. A.14. The frequency ρ of the four strategy types as a function of the pinning degree fp in a 2d WS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions for different
rewiring probabilities p. The shown results represent the averages taken over Nr = 50 independent realizations. The other parameter values were δ = 0.6, α = 10.0, l = 2,
and the rest as described in Methods.

Fig. A.15. The frequency ρ of the four strategy types as a function of δ in a 2d WS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions and the rewiring probability
p = 0.01. The shown results represent averages taken over Nr = 50 independent simulation runs. The other parameter values were α = 5.0 (top row of panels), α = 10.0
(middle row panels), and α = 20.0 (bottom row panels), and the remaining parameters were selected as described in Methods.

Fig. A.16. The frequency ρ of the four strategy types as a function of the strength of group influence δ in a 2d WS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions
for the three different network rewiring probability conditions: p = 0.01 (a), p = 0.1 (b) and p = 0.3 (c). The displayed results represent averages taken over Nr = 50
independent realizations. The remaining parameter values were taken as α = 10.0, l = 2, and for the rest of parameters, we selected the baseline values as listed in the
Methods section.

where h determines the time scale. Based on Eq. (B.3), we could
identify the final states (i. e., attractors) of the simplest system
by means of the relationship ωS =

∑
P,T p

∞

(S,P,T ) (ωS is the final
frequency of strategy S). In order to verify and further extend this
basic analytical method, we study the simplest death–birth like
model for a well-mixed population. Specifically, in each model

generation, each agent serves as a potential donor (gives help of
value b, but incurs cost c) forM = 8other agents chosen at random.
Hence, a possible recipient who receives the benefit b is chosen on
average M ′ times. After each generation, for M ′ times, each agent
i compares its fitness f ti with the fitness of one randomly chosen
agent j f tj ; j will die to leave the position to the new offspring
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Fig. A.17. Evolution of the four strategy types in a 2d WS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions, the rewiring probability p = 0.01, and the different
proportions of the pinning free altruists. Specifically, in panel (a) fp = 0 i.e., there were no pinning altruists; in (b) fp = 0.02, and fp = 0.05 in panel (c). The remaining
parameter values were taken as δ = 0.6 (majority rule), α = 10.0, l = 2, and the rest as described in the Methods section.

Fig. A.18. Typical 2D color snapshots of the evolution of four strategies in a 2d WS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions and the rewiring probability
p = 0.01, with different degrees of the pinning free altruists. Three different fractions fp of free altruists were initially set as pinning altruists. Specifically, in panel (a) fp = 0,
in (b) fp = 0.01, and in (c) fp = 0.05. The other parameter values were δ = 0.6, α = 10.0, l = 2, and the rest as detailed in the Methods section.

Fig. A.19. Dynamical behaviors of ∆f (t) (a), ∆nc (t) (b), ∆bc (t) (c), and ∆ic (t) (d) for three different degrees of the pinning control fp . The system evolution was simulated on
a 2d WS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions and the rewiring probability p = 0.01. The remaining parameter values were δ = 0.6, α = 10.0, l = 2,
and as described in Methods for the rest of the model parameters.
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Fig. A.20. The frequency ρ of the four strategy types as a function of δ in a 2d WS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions and the three different rewiring
probabilities (a): p = 0.01, (b): p = 0.1 and (c): p = 0.3. The results were obtained by averaging over Nr = 50 independent realizations. The other parameter values were
α = 10.0, l = 2, and the rest as detailed in the Methods.

Fig. A.21. Typical 2D color snapshots of the four strategies evolving on a 2d WS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions and the three different rewiring
probabilities: (a) p = 0.01, (b) p = 0.1 and (c) p = 0.3. In this model version, altruists are free from conformity bias. The other parameter values were δ = 0.55, α = 10.0,
l = 2, and the rest as described in Methods.

Fig. A.22. (a) Dynamical behaviors of ∆f (t), (b) ∆nc (t), (c) ∆bc (t), and (d) ∆ic (t) for three different values of p. The system evolution was simulated on a 2dWS small-world
network with periodic boundary conditions; the conformity bias did not affect altruists in this model version. The other parameter values were δ = 0.55, α = 10.0, l = 2,
and as described in Methods for the rest of model parameters.
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Fig. A.23. The frequency ρ of four strategy types as a function of δ in a 2d WS small-world network with periodic boundary conditions and the three different rewiring
probabilities: (a) p = 0.01, (b) p = 0.1, and (c) p = 0.3. In this model version, all agents are conformity biased and interactions occur via both local and global network
connections. The results were obtained by averaging over Nr = 50 independent realizations. The other parameter values were α = 10.0, l = 2, and as described in Methods
for the remaining model parameters.

Table B.1
The payoff elements for noncooperative and cooperative altruists. We note that only the payoff elements for altruists with tag color X = 0
are listed; thus, the positions of the red payoff elements would shift among the blue elements with the value of X, i. e. the tag color. For
example, for noncooperative altruists we obtain the array of the payoff elements with the tag color X = 0: {b, 0, 0, 0} facing cooperative
ethnocentric individuals ((Et, Y, X), X = 0,1,2,3). If the tag color is X = 1, the array will be {0, b, 0, 0}. Additionally, E(S,P,T )

(S′,P ′,T ′) denotes the

payoff elements when an individual in a state (S, P, T ) is facing another individual with a state (S ′, P ′, T ′). For example E(A,N,0)
(ET ,Y ,2) = 0.

Table B.2
The payoff elements for noncooperative and cooperative ethnocentric agents. We note that only the payoff elements for ethnocentrics
with tag color X = 0 are listed; the positions of the red payoff elements would then shift among the blue elements with the value of X,
i. e. the tag color. For more details, please see the explanation in the caption of Table B.1.

that inherits the fitness, cooperation preference, strategy, and tag
color of the parent i if f ti > f tj . For simplicity, the mutation in
this death–birth (DB) process is absent. As expected, we found
an agreement between the analytical results and the numerical
simulations, thereby verifying the analytical method.

Next, we introduce a mutation mechanism into the DB process
of the simplest model, where each newborn offspring is subject
to mutation. With probability µ = 0.005, a newborn receives
both a strategy and a tag color randomly drawn from the set of
strategies and tag colors. The Eq. (B.3) can then be developed into
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Table B.3
The payoff elements for noncooperative and cooperative egoists. According to the rules of model, the payoff elements keep unchanged
with the change of cooperative preference of egoists (from being noncooperative to being cooperative). We note that we only list the
payoff elements for egoists with tag color X = 0; the positions of the red payoff elements would shift among the blue elements with the
value of X, i. e. the tag color. For more details, please see the explanation in caption of Table B.1.

Table B.4
The payoff elements for noncooperative and cooperative cosmopolitans. We only list the payoff elements for cosmopolitan agents with
the tag color X = 0; the positions of the red payoff elements would shift among the blue elements with the value of X, i. e. the tag color.
For more details, please see the explanation in caption of Table B.1.

Fig. B.24. The evolution of the four strategy types in the simplest aspatial cooperation system. The results are obtained from (a) analytical predictions based on Eq. (B.3)
and (b) numerical simulations conducted for a well-mixed population ignoring the population structure. The simulated results are obtained by averaging over Nr = 50
independent realizations. The size of the system was N = 4 × 104 , and the other parameters were taken as α = 10.0 andM = 8.

the following set of equations:

pt+1
(S,P,T ) = pt(S,P,T ) + ∆t

(S,P,T )1 + ∆t
(S,P,T )2 + ∆t

(S,P,T )3 , (B.4)

∆t
(S,P,T )1 = hpt(S,P,T )(5

t
(S,P,T ) − ⟨5⟩

t )(1 − µ)

∆t
(S,P,T )2 = −hpt(S,P,T )(5

t
(S,P,T ) − ⟨5⟩

t )µ
15
16

∆t
(S,P,T )3 =

∑
S′,T ′

hpt(S′,P,T ′)(5
t
(S′,P,T ′) − ⟨5⟩

t )
µ

16

Overall, Fig. B.25 verifies the agreement between analytical
predictions and our numerical simulations. However, in the limit
of M ′, unlike analytical results, our simulations additionally show

that the implemented mutation mechanism can prevent altruists
and ethnocentric agents from going totally extinct. At the same
time, we see that themutationmechanism does not play a decisive
role in defining the direction of the system evolution.

Next, we study a well-mixed population with DB dynamics and
we consider the interaction rule due to which cooperative acts
can be exchanged only among living agents in the population. It
is necessary to stress here that it is difficult to provide analytical
results to curve the evolution of this system, since the total number
of living individuals changes with time. However, our simulations
reveal how this interaction rule affects the underlying evolutionary
dynamics.
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Fig. B.25. The evolution of the four types of strategies in the simplest aspatial tag-based system with the mutation mechanism. The shown results are obtained from (a)
analytical predictions based on Eq. (B.3) and (b) numerical simulations conducted for a well-mixed population ignoring the spatial effects of the population structure. The
simulated results are obtained by averaging over Nr = 50 independent realizations. The size of the system was N = 4 × 104 , and the other parameters were taken as
α = 10.0 and M = 8.

Fig. B.26. (a) The evolution of the frequency of living individuals with four different strategies. (b) The evolution of the frequency of total individuals with four different
strategies. The size of the simulated system was N = 4 × 104 , and the other parameter values were taken as α = 10.0 and M = 8.

Fig. B.27. The frequency ρ of the four strategies as a function of δ in the aspatial tag-based model with mutation and conformity. Specifically, the interaction rule
(i.e. interaction occurs only among living individuals) is absent in (a), but present in (b). The results represent the averages taken over Nr = 50 independent realizations for
each value of δ. The size of the system was N = 4 × 104 , and the other parameter values were taken as α = 10.0 andM = 8.

It can be observed in Fig. B.26 that the egoists are further
suppressed due to this interaction rule. Figs. B.25 and B.26 show
that the mutation mechanism and the implemented interaction
rule both contribute to the decay of egoists which, however, still
dominate the population in this aspatial model. Compared to the
simulation outcomes shown in Fig. 3(a) of the Results section of
this paper, we can conclude that spatial structure indeed plays a
decisive role in facilitating the prevalence of ethnocentric agents
by enabling them to assort and cluster, and thereby to resist the

invasion of egoists (which is also further supported by Fig. 4(a)(b)
in the Results section).

Admittedly, we have found that the equationswill not be closed
again if we introduce the conformity function [37] Φ(ωt

Y ) =
1

1+exp(−α(ωt
Y −δ))

(whereωt
Y =

∑ns,nt
S,T pt(S,Y ,T ) is the total frequency of

individuals with the cooperative preference ‘Yes’) into the
equations because of the existence of nonlinear elements. As a
result, ωt

A + ωt
ET + ωt

EG + ωt
C ̸= 1.0. We therefore conclude that

it is not possible to provide an analytical treatment of the sys-
tem with conformity. However, we instead implement numerical
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Fig. B.28. The evolution of the four strategies in the simplest system with free altruists. Specifically, the results shown are obtained from (a) analytical predictions based
on Eq. (B.3) and (b) numerical simulations for the well-mixed condition ignoring the spatial structure of the system. The results correspond to averages taken over Nr = 50
independent realizations. The size of the system was N = 4 × 104 , and the other parameter values were α = 10.0 and M = 8.

Fig. B.29. The evolution of the four strategies in the simplest system with mutation and free altruists. The shown results are obtained from (a) analytical predictions based
on Eq. (B.3) and (b) numerical simulations for the well-mixed condition. The results represent the averages taken over Nr = 50 independent realizations. The size of the
system was N = 4 × 104 and the other parameter values were taken as α = 10.0 and M = 8.

Fig. B.30. (a) The evolution of the frequency of living individuals with the four different strategies. (b) The evolution of the frequency of total individuals with the four
different strategies. The results represent the averages taken over Nr = 50 independent realizations. The size of the system was N = 4 × 104 , and the other parameter
values were taken as α = 10.0 and M = 8.

simulations under the well-mixed condition without considering
the spatial topology of the system.

Fig. B.27 shows the evolution of the aspatial tag-based coopera-
tion system with conformity. The figure shows that the majority
rule (δ > 0.5) can effectively suppress egoists in the popula-
tion, especially for the case with the implemented interaction
rule Fig. B.27(b). Inevitably, altruists remain strongly suppressed
and in the minority without the help of the spatial structure.
However, compared with Fig. 2 of the Results section, we can

see that when conformity bias is applied to all types of strate-
gists, none of the two key ingredients, i.e. neither conformity
bias nor the spatial structure, can tune the evolution in favor of
altruists.

Nonconformist altruists

Next we shift our attention to the case with nonconformist
altruists, which means that altruists’ preferences are always ‘Yes’
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Fig. B.31. The frequency of the four strategies as a function of δ. In this model version, all altruists are nonconformist, but conformity of other strategies and mutation are
present, and the interaction rule is absent in (a), but present in (b). The results are obtained by averaging over Nr = 50 independent realizations for each value of δ. The size
of the system was N = 4 × 104 , α = 10.0, andM = 8.

Table B.5
The payoff elements for noncooperative or cooperative altruists.We note that both noncooperative and cooperative altruists own the same
payoff elements since they are free altruists. As before, we also only list the payoff elements for altruists with the tag color X = 0; which
means that the positions of the red payoff elements would shift among the blue elements with the other value of X, i. e. the tag color.

Table B.6
The payoff elements for noncooperative and cooperative ethnocentric agents. We only list the payoff elements for ethnocentrics with the
tag color X = 0; the positions of the red payoff elements would shift among the blue elements with other values of X, i. e. the tag color.
For more details, please consult the explanation in the caption of Table B.1.

Table B.7
The payoff elements for noncooperative and cooperative egoists. According to the rules of our model, the payoff elements remain
unchanged with the modification of cooperative preferences of egoists. As before, we only list the payoff elements for egoists with the tag
color X = 0; the positions of the red payoff elements would shift among the blue elements with other values of X, i. e. with another tag
color. For more details, please see the explanation in the caption of Table B.1.
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Table B.8
The payoff elements for noncooperative or cooperative cosmopolitans. We only show the payoff elements for cosmopolitan agents with
the tag color X = 0; the positions of the red payoff elements would shift among the blue elements with other values of X, i. e. with another
tag color. For more details, please consult the explanation in the caption of Table B.1.

and they consequentially always cooperate in the model (for com-
parison, please see again Section 3.2).

Tables B.5–B.8 show that egoists are still the dominant group
in the system. Employing similar methods as in the previous sub-
section, we firstly proceed with the analytical investigation and
numerical simulations for the simplest case without considering
mutation, the interaction rule, and the conformity bias. Fig. B.28
illustrates the results from both the analysis and simulations. In
comparison to what we presented in Fig. B.24, we observe in
Fig. B.28 that with nonconformist free altruists in the model, a
certain number of individuals still hold the ethnocentric strategy,
in spite of the strong dominance of egoists. This is due to the
fact that, besides egoists, the ethnocentric individuals benefit most
from the free altruists (see Table B.6). Moreover, the finite number
of interactions saves the ethnocentric individuals from overex-
ploitation by egoists.

Fig. B.29 gives the results for the case considering themutation.
As expected, our analytical predictions show that egoists are still
evolutionary successful. By contrast, it is surprising to observe
in Fig. B.29(b) that mutation begins to play an important role in
facilitating the prevalence of other strategies (ethnocentric and
cosmopolitan) when the number of interactions is limited in the
system.Moreover,we see that due tomutation, the three strategies
(ethnocentric, egoistic, and cosmopolitan) start to appear about
equally often (though with strong oscillations) in evolutionary
time, while altruists remain strongly suppressed.

Furthermore, in Fig. B.30 we show the results for the case in
which we additionally consider the earlier mentioned interaction
rule. Interestingly, egoists still form the majority of the population
in the presence of both mutation and the interaction rule (when
altruists are free in the model). Specifically, compared to Fig. B.29,
we find that the interaction rule instead plays a negative role (as it
actually contributes to the prevalence of egoists).

This interaction rule actually inhibits the exploitation by ego-
ists, however, it also restricts the interactions between living altru-
ists, ethnocentrics, or cosmopolitans. Therefore, both ethnocentric
and cosmopolitan agents cannot obtain sufficient help from free
altruists, ultimately leading to their decay. We can see in Fig. 9(a)
of the Results section that the interaction rule actually contributes
to the prevalence of ethnocentric agents, since ethnocentrics and
altruists can get together and formmutualistic, coexisting clusters
(see e.g. Fig. 10 in the Results section).

In Fig. B.26 and especially in Fig. B.30,we also see that free altru-
ists are actually in a strongly disadvantaged position. Nevertheless,
we know from Figs. 6–9 of the Results section that this situation

does not hold in the presence of the implemented spatial structure
and the conformity bias, especially under the majority rule (see
Figs. 6–9 of Results). This finding suggests that spatial structure
and conformity are the two indispensable ingredients for the stable
dominance of altruists.

Compared to Fig. 6 of the Results section, Fig. B.31 also confirms
that both the spatial structure and conformity bias must work at
the same time as a condition for the dominance of altruists in a
tag-based cooperation model.
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